
1. Duraleggings Sales ad

Spreading the joy with 50% off! Hurry while the offer lasts !!

I know I know... Another pair of leggings on the market? Really? Yes, really.

You probably have several leggings in your closet right now ( because let's be honest – no one’s
wearing jeans anymore) BUT our leggings aren’t the ones that just blend in with your other
pairs. You are going to search through your pile for our duraleggings because they are your
favorite pair of course! Why?
They are a one-of-a-kind body shaping legwear made from 100% recyclable fabric and come
in several warm and confident colors.

From a trusty black pair that you can wear with a graphic tee & your favorite sneakers to our
butter yellow style made to make your athleisure looks POP… Unlike other brands, our leggings
have an inclusive size selection because we want any beautiful woman on the go to feel sexy
and comfortable while dashing through her day. Since so many of our customers are talking
about how comfortable and durable our leggings are we wanted to spread the love, we’re
offering 50% off all leggings for a limited time only!

Click the link below and grab a pair before the offer runs out because you do NOT want to miss
out on a pair of these!



2. Ninja Umbrella Sales Ad

- Authentic Katana Handle: Equipped with a 27.2 cm authentic Katana handle for a
strong two handed hold against your windiest opponent.

- High quality, 24 bone aerodynamic frame: Crafted to weather heavy rain storms with
its unique 300T fabric and 24 bone reinforced frame perfect for repelling hard rain.

- Semi Automatic Button: Unlike most umbrellas, Dry Ninja’s easy functioning click to
open technology is perfect for swift opening and closing in confined spaces.

- Carry Hands free like a true samurai: Equipped with a nylon sheath for easy back storage
to allow for hands free travel like a true samurai.

Tired of suffering the slings and arrows without a true warrior umbrella during rainy days?

Dodging raindrops with nothing but your fists or a flimsy umbrella?

Walk the same path as Tanjiro Kamado on his journey to become a Demon Slayer with The
Dry Ninja Umbrella. Finely crafted with a black coating panel to protect against UV rays while
also helping to fight the looming storms.

The Dry Ninja comes equipped with a nylon sheath so you can draw your umbrella like a true
fighter. Designed with an authentic extra long katana handle in order to easily wield your
umbrella when encountering oni rainstorms by the effortless click of a button.

Known for the high quality and aerodynamic nature of a true samurai blade, the DryNinja
comes with a 24 bone reinforced frame it will not back down against your windiest opponent, of
that you can be sure.

If you are not ready to embark upon the journey and the path less traveled, you may stop
reading here. But, if you can handle the responsibility and power of The Dry Ninja Umbrella it is
now time to move forward..

Click the ADD TO CART button to begin your training. The rainy battle is on the horizon..

The Dry Ninja Umbrella cuts through the rain with all 3 sizes offered: 8 bone, 16 bone, and 24
bone.



Features included:

High quality, aerodynamic frame: The Dry Ninja Umbrella is crafted to weather heavy rain
storms with its unique 300T fabric perfect for repelling hard rain and the 27.2 cm Kantana
Handle for a strong two handed hold against wind.

Semi Automatic button: Unlike most umbrellas, this easy functioning click to open technology
is perfect for swift open and closing in confined spaces.

Easy to Carry: equipped with a nylon sheath for easy back storage to allow for hands free
travel like a true warrior

After Sale:We are confident that you will love your Dry Ninja Umbrella but if you are not
satisfied, we offer a 100% money back guarantee.



3. SEO Researched Blog

The Red Carpet Dewey Skin Look WITHOUT the
crazy price

Every time we see celebrities walking on the red carpet we all notice the same thing. Sure, you
appreciate their outfits and how well they coordinated with their partners…But really we see
their skin and how the flashing lights reflect off their iridescent, glowing skin.

Of course, we don’t all have thousands of dollars to shell out on monthly facials and expensive
skin routines.

-But what if you can get that dewy skin without spending a whole paycheck?

Yes, it's possible! Use these strategies to give your skin the glow it deserves.

1. Wash your face every night
Sounds obvious but it's so important. It's so common for us to under cleanse and over
moisturize and the daily build up of simple activities can have your skin clogged without you
even knowing and that is the exact way to ruin a good makeup look.

Remember, skincare is the foundation for glowing makeup and you can’t cover it up and nor
should you. Always start with a fresh face :)

2. Clean your pillowcases
NEVER forget to wash your pillowcases. You could be doing everything right but if your
pillowcases aren’t clean it will cause dirt and oil buildup as you sleep. Don't allow yourself to do
all the work just to forget a clean pillowcase. I have been there, wondering why my skin is still
breaking out even though I have been washing my face consistently. The culprit? MY
pillowcase- be sure to throw them in while doing laundry. :) Your skin will thank you later, trust.



3. WATERRRRRRR! *spongebob voice*
Health always starts from the inside out.- keeping yourself hydrated is key. Curious how many
ounces you need to be drinking? Divide your body weight (lbs) by two. The answer is how many
ounces you should be drinking daily.If you don’t really love the taste, consider adding lemon but
when in doubt, drink water!

4. Sunscreen, babe.
The sun’s rays are so much more powerful than you think. Using sunscreen will protect your
skin from getting sun spots, dark spots, and growing older with tons of wrinkles. You may not
think you need it because you don’t get sunburnt easily but the sun’s rays are so powerful and
can cause unwanted spots on your skin and then will affect that dewy glow.

"Ready to give your skin a refresh? Go try these tips and use them daily! Though it will take some
time, using these simple and “easy on the old wallet” tips will have you strutting down any red
carpet in no time. Rooting for you to achieve that skin glow that will make you smile !


